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Denim jeans got their name after the strong rigid fabric from which they are manufactured. The
original stuff was serge made in Nimes, France and it was named as denim. At the same time, a
cotton trouser was a highly trendy dress component in Genoa, an Italian town because of which the
trousers were named â€˜jeansâ€™. During 1870â€™s Levi Strauss Company was earning huge income through
making jeans. Denim prepared by this company was named as â€˜Leviâ€™sâ€™ i.e. another name for the
Italian trousers was introduced.

Apart from the name by which people know them, denim jeans have become a necessary item of
wardrobe of every man, woman and child. Originally designated as wearing work, this state of the
art pant has surpassed the line of class as well as gender to become a clothing item that everybody
loves to wear.  

Unlike skinny jeans, denim jeans are more liked by individuals when faded away and worn out. The
reason behind is that this hard stuff keep on becoming comfortable as it grows old. Nowadays, to be
pre-distressed is just common for denim jeans. In simple words, they pass through a process during
manufacturing which causes them to become soft and faded without wearing out.  Because of ever
changing fashion trends, denim jeans are now available in different degrees of â€˜wearâ€™ and washes.
Even some stores have variety of denim jeans already in worn-out look, faded, complete with
wrinkles.

Denim jeans have become so much popular that they have become the part of dress code of many
countries. Their popularity has crossed all borders and now has become a hot favorite choice of
children, men, women and old people. Unlike skinny jeans, they also captivate their place even in
the most formal corporate environments. However dress codes donâ€™t allow denims too much faded
or having lot of holes.

Un-colorfast dyes in denim jeans make them notorious i.e. they need special care while washing
and drying to draw out their lifespan. The special tip to wash denims is to turn it inside out and
washing it with cold water using an automatic washing machine. Donâ€™t every try a tumble-dry as it
causes damage to the fibers of the fabric. The second important tip is keep it from sun because the
sun damages the color and brings an awkward fading. The best tip about caring your denims jeans
is to wash them as little as possible because washing brings pre-mature fading. Conversely, the
wisest approach is to have deep overview of the wash-care label attached with the jeans. This label
mostly contains precise information in the form of symbols regarding washing. More often than not,
you are recommended to wash your denim jeans at least once before you wear them. This is
probably prescribed due to the fact that wearing new jeans loosens the fibers to some extent and
they donâ€™t lose strength during their first wash. Ignoring these instructions sometimes bring severe
outcomes like rubbing off your thighs and legs. So always wash your denim jeans according to
these instructions.
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Haris Portfield - About Author:
Nowadays, to be pre-distressed is just common for a denim jeans. For heavier builds, a skinny
jeans with dark shades give slim look apart from the ordinary casual black and blue.
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